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Much more than “Our Lady” 

Unfinished revolution 
 

 INDEX 

(Foreword) 

 

Chapter I: The Beloved  

Mum and Dad 

 "Fixed goal of an eternal design". 

The Jews were waiting for a male 

 "Always a virgin” 

Choose or be chosen 

The theologian’s challenge 

The “Madness of love" 

 

Interdisciplinary Insights: I 

  It’s Love that generates 

  Eros and agape 

  A “non-gynecocentric “virginity 

  Called together to love 

  Pure and impure  

  Woman versus mother 

To each his own vocation 

  

 

Chapter II: God 'begs' for consent 

"You have prepared a body for me" 

Daring  for a yes 

Two natures united in the womb 

Servant/queen  

 Laity and priesthood in the Son of Mary 

"Leave it for now" 

The body of Mary in the body of Christ  

"Virgo sacerdos" 

"Marian Priesthood” 

 

 



 

   Interdisciplinary Insights: II 

A. Anthropological notes  

From myths to reality. "You will be Gods" 

The yeses that decide life 

Consenting to pregnancy 

Motherhood, a metaphor for life 

Parenthood and fecondity  

Identity orientations and disorientations 

B. Ecclesiological notes  

“…and He left the temple” 

“I wish they were all prophets!" 

About the Reformation 

"Sensus fidelium" 

 

 

 

Chapter III: the newly born Church 

 

Zaccharia, from a just man to a Christian 

Elisabeth, the first to be destined for the kingdom 

The secret “summit” 

The song of liberation 

The kingdom for the little ones 

The early Church 

 

Interdisciplinary Insights : III 

Family hospitality 

Home-Temple 

Entering though “ closed doors" 

Mercy and trade 

The many works of Grace 

Implicit forms of faith 

 

 

Chapter IV: With Joseph, in the family 

 

Why the genealogy of Joseph? 

The glorious second place  

A step backwards 

Bringing up the Son of God 

Family life 

Rooted in time 



 

Interdisciplinary insights IV 

  Dynasty and surnames 

 The turning point of male chauvinism 

Which family? 

 An evolving Christianity 

To conclude and go ahead 

  

 

To those who hunger and thirst for justice", 

To women who have given their lives for their loved ones,  

To those who love Mary  

To those who ignore and refute her even though they are loved by her. 

 

 

«The growing good of the world is partly dependent on acts ignored by history; 

and if things are not as bad for you and for me as they could have been, it is partly 

due to the number of people who faithfully lived a hidden life, and rest in 

forgotten graves»1. 

 

G. Eliot, Middlemarch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 G.Eliot, Middlemarch  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


